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both of which are less central 10 the analysis or devetopmcrn or state Intervention in 1>«.> 
ducncn. 

3. On Japan, Taiwan, and Korea, see johnson, A·ln'l and th6 .fap<tneu l•1iract.r. Chalmers 
Johnson. "Polilica1 Insututicns and Economic Performance," in Frederic C. Oe)'O. ed., nie 
POOJ.ir.ot l::conomy of tl111 J\1ew /\,tian lndu$trialism (Ithaca; Cornell University Press, )987): and 
Ptter Evans, Embtddfd Aiitonom,.. Sttl((.S and Industrial TransfonnatUm (Princeton: Princeton 
U1livenity Press, 1995); on Italy, sec: A.James Gregor, Italian Fascism anit lkucW/mumJQl l)UJa 
torsliip (Princeton. Princeton Univcrs:ity Press. 1979). Ahbough cumbersome, the Spanish 
and Portuguese adjectives. tks(Jff()lliJta and dt.Smvolvimentista. respcc:ci.,-ely, arc useful for di> 
tingui.shing I arin American variants Irom other cases. 

4. Sec, for example, Luciano t.tarljn.s, lndu,\lr(lii:.a.<.iih, btirgcsia ru1cicnal ~ descnll(>hJimtrtto 
(Rio de janelro: $.-iga, tg68), and for a Iull history. Ricardo 6ielscho\"1S).y, Po1somt1tlO 
tc'11Uimico lmrsikfro.· 0 Cic/1> idtol6gico do descn-.'Ok-i,.,u't1Ju-YM (Rio de: Janeiro: IPEA. 1988). 

5. Ferntindo H. Cardoso and Enzc Faleuo. Depetidmcy mtd. !J,.,-wiopnv:r;.t in Latin Ami;rica 
(Bcrkclcyr Uni\'cr.sily of California P1·e:R1., 1979). pp. 143-,J8. 

These typologies run along dimensions of more or less central slate control 
of the economy and the political system. As Chalmers Johnson and Linz 
argue, however, developmental States and authoritarian regimes are not 
mere midpoints on continuous scales but rather discrete and distinctive sys 
tems. Table 1 provides some prominent examples of the nine types of polit 
ical economies generated by crossing tbese two typologies. 

The three cells along the diagonal from the top left to the bottom right 
include most of the political economies of the twentieth century. These 
cells also contain the most stable and presumably compatible combina 
tions of economic and political systems. The concrete examples of coun 
tries outside these types (save the authoritarian-market cases) arc short 
lived and seem to have tendencies that push them toward this diagonal. 
Along the diagonal, we still know more about die corner boxes of totali 
tarian-command and democratic-market systems than we do about au 
thorltarian-developmental states. 

"Developmental" has been applied to states such as those in Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, and fascist Italy, but this type of state took a particular 
form, what l call the desarrollista state, in Mexico, "Brazil, and other coun 
tries of Latin America.' The terms "developmentalism" and "developmen 
tal state" are not new to the social science debate on Latin America. In 
Brazil the analysis of developmentalism or national developrnentalisrn 
was intense in the 1 g6os.' The con cc pl of the developmental state, as op 
posed to more generalized Weltan.schauung of developmentalism, first 
appeared in the late 1 96os and early 1 97os. In the context of Latin Amer 
ica, to my knowledge, Fernando Henriquc Cardoso and Enzo Faleuo 
make the first. reference Lo "developmentalist states."' The Spanish ver 
sion of their book appeared in 197 1, though drafts ofit were circulating 
as early as 1967. Even more explicitly, Soares used desenuoloimentisto. to de 
scribe many postwar states in Latin America and to distinguish them ana- 

The Desarrollista Staie in Bt·azil a'1d Mexico 

I am grateful LO Forrest Colburn. Atul Kohli, Kathleen Thelen, Kurt \Neyland, Meredith 
\Voo..Cuini~. and the volume authors for helpful comments, and to the Kellogg Institute 
at the University of Notte Dame and the Institute for PoliC)• Research at Northwestern Uni· 
\"en.icy for research support. \<\'eber is cited in Rogers Brubaker, "Rethinking Classical The- 
01y. The Sociological Vision of Pierre Bourdieu," Tl1tory at1d Society 14, 1)0, 6 (November 
• 98!>): 710. 

r. Juan Line, "Au Authoritarian Regime: Spain," in Erik ,'\!Jardt and Yrjo Liuunen. eds., 
Cit(tvagr:s, ltlt.0/J:Jgies, and Party S;s.t.ems (HeJsinl:.i: Academic Bookstore, 1964). 

a. Chalmcra Johnson. Jl,UTJ at1d t11t japa;u::u~ A•frrru:k: T7t8 Growth of lnduJJri.al Polit:y. 
192,-197s (Sta1lford: Stanford University Press, 1982}. Sec Fred Block, "The Roles of che 
Seate in the Economy." in Neil Smelser and Richard Swedberg, eds., Handbool• cf Economic St> 
ciology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), for a fivefold distinction among r.ypes 
of states, as well as a critique of the entire analysis of stale "iuter\tOlion.· Jn addition to the 
three typt"S noted here, Block in(;ludeg soc.i.'ll rights and macroeconomic stabilj~;Hion stares, 

Over thirty years ago Juan Linz divided the world's political systems into 
three categories: totalitarian, authoritarian, and democratic.' On the eco 
nomic side, others have categorized economics by the extent of state inter 
vention in production: command, developmental, and market economies.' 

For the knowledge of historical phenomena in their concrete 
ness, the most general lav.iS, because they arc the most devoid of 
content arc also the least valuable. The mere comprehensive the 
validity-or scope-of a term, the more it leads us away from the 
richness or reality since In order to include the common ele 
ments of the largest possible number of phenomena, it must nee 
essarily be as abstract as possible and hence devoid of content. 

-MAXWUF,R 

Ben Ross Schneider 

The Desarrollista State in Brazil and Mexico 
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K, The (onn;pl is middle t'.t.•'lg~ i11 utc sense that it is an "'int1ol•<.ll'(':t comparison ;inunl~ 
retanvely homn~t:nc.·ous contexts," See Giov:,111ni Sartori, .. Con<-·<:pl Mi~di>nu:uion in Corn· 
parauvc Politics." 1lmnir1111 P1Jiliatl ,(),·il"t1t'f' lbmin,·164, no. 4 (December 1970}: 1044. E:1C'h 
Jevel on Sanori's ladder of <l~u-actiou-global, middle nl1lJtt', and low level=-has ;1dvau· 
rages and li1nit;ltio11i.. Clob;1I tltwci~ <xplain .t few things in 11ut1\y t'0111Hrics; middle-level. 
"bueusive" c11nn:p1i> illuminate mere 11ul(111nci1 in fewer countries. 

H· These dctini1fooal dedncdons draw t"t S<ep111' . .: three-way distiuction ot11101~g tlH.~ stau 
(permanent executive. lr:~:1I, and coercive hu1-e<tu('1~~cy): political socit"l)I (parties, d1:"cf11r:1I Sf*" 
tem. and legishuure-I: and ci\•il ~xicty ((ugani1t:d ~··ol•P~). See A!(rect Scepan. llrthiulri111: A·lili· =» 11:1/ilit'!i.: 1Ja1iil ned //w Sm1tl1n u ('.t111t' (f>•in<·cton; Pl'i1\('c·u111 UniV("tsity Press. 1 !)~R), i>P· ;i-,1 · 

1 o. ,Johu~.ol"I, "Poli1ic,•;1I Jn~titutiun~ ;111<1 &111101ni< Performuucc." 

Brazil and Mexico. In this usage, the desarrollista state is an intensive, 
middle-range conceptualization that features a combination of elements 
peculiar to these political economics, though these four characteristics 
are useful in broader comparisons." In particular, my formulation of the 
desarrollista state distinguishes Latin American and East Asian versions in 
terms of career patterns in the executive bureaucracy. 

Another premise of my characterization is that the developmental state 
must be defined solely by traits of the state and its relations to society. 
More specifically, the desarrollista state is characterized by an exclusion 
ary relationship to the polity (or "political society" in Alfred Stepan's 
terms) and an interventionist strategy of promoting the economy." Here I 
differ with Johnson's formulation, which adds on several nonstare fea 
tures including labor relations (though these are, of course, ultimately 
enforced by the state) and the structure of the private sector (the promi 
nence of zaibatsu-like groups and the relative absence of foreign capi 
tal). '"Other nonstate factors such as geopolitics, culture, class relations, 
and the nature of private firms should not enter into definitions of differ 
ent kinds of states, though they obviously affect their performance. 

This chapter has several potential contribuuons to make to the broader 
literature on the developmental state. First, it offers a non-Asian perspec 
tive, which given the exceptional performance of the Asian developmen 
tal states makes them less relevant for the study of the majority of other 
"normal" developing countries. Second, in this chapter I attempt to spec· 
ify empirical criteria for identifying features of the developmental state. 
Previous analyses often do not provide deal' empirical referents for the 
defining features of a developmental state, as in Johnson's original for 
mulation: one historical case is defined as a developmental state, yet, to 
the frustration of the comparativist, without using indicators that travel 
easily to other regions. Lastly, these four characteristics are useful in 
broader comparisons between East Asia and Latin America and among 
Latin American and developing countries generally, as I discuss further in 
the conclusion. The first task, though, is to analyze the four components 
in Brazil and Mexico, beginning with political capitalism. 

The Dcsarrollista State in Brazil and J.Wb:i&o 

6. Clat.1c:io Ary Dillon Soares, "O Novo .Estado na Anu:rica Latin.-, .. l!'tlud!>s l'f.'.RRAP 13 
(julhc-setembro 1975}: 6~. 

']. For example, Marla Guadalupe Acevedo de Silva. ''Cri~is del desarrottismc y uansfor 
maci6o dcl aparato es~'t."ll: ~iexico, 197cr1975," 11.wisla A·leA"irana de CiN1c.ios P"litira~· y So> 
daltts 21, no. 82 (October-December 197~): 133. 

lytically from classic minimal and welfare states." Developmcntalism was 
less central to earlier debates in Mexico and began to appear more often 
in the mid-j 97os.7 Despite the long currency in Latin America of the 
terms "devclopmentalism" and "developmental state," analyses have 
tended to focus on either the intellectual history of theories supporting 
developmentalism or on the consequences of state promotion of indus 
try. Largely neglected has been a full reconstruction of how developmen 
ta! states evolved historically as well as a fuller appreciation of tbe interac 
tion between economic intervention and political exclusion. 

In this chapter I abstract out of a comparison of Brazil and Mexico 
from the 1930s to the 1980s four essential characteristics of the state and 
its relations with the economy and the polity: ( 1) political capitalism, 
where profits and investment depended on decisions made in the state; 
(2) a dominant developmental discourse on the necessity of industrializa 
tion and of state intervention to promote it; (3) political exclusion of the 
majority of the adult population; and (4) a fluid, weakly institutionalized 
bureaucracy in which appointments structured power and representa 
lion. These components of the model of the desarrollista state illuminate 
the motivation behind the actions of state elites (developmcntalism); the 
structure of power within the state (the appointive bureaucracy); and the 
predominant forms of state interaction with the economy (political capi 
talism) and with political and civil society (political exclusion). A major 
goal of this chapter is to examine these four characteristics in general, in· 
eluding an assessment of measurable indicators or thresholds, and in 

Political System 

Economy 'Iotatltarian Authoritarian Democratic 

Command Sovie< Union and Poland? (1980.) United St.aces and 
other Communist Britain during \\'or1d 
systems \\'ar& (and 11 

Dcvctcprncnra! F':L~cis1 Italy 8razil France 
Nazi Germany Mexico japan (postwar) 

Korea 
Japao(pl'e· 194!>) 

~1arket China? (1980s) Chile ( 197$-89) OE.CD countries 
Prc·l94!> Latin 
America 

Spain (1935-75) 

Table 1, Political and economic typo1ogies 
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14. Perkins offers a longer list or measures 10 gaogc the "relative importance of marker 
and bureaucratic influences on enterprise behavior" including ( 1) the protected share of 
d~mestic production; (2) the degree of deviation of domestic prices from international 
pnces: (3) the degree of sectoral concerurauon; (,J.) whether interest rates deviate: from 
market t'alt"S; and (s) the rares of input inventories to Inventories of ftnaJ products. See 
Dwight Perkins. "Eccnomic Systems Reform in Developing Couolries;· in Perkins and 
?.1-ich~el Roemer, eds .. Rrfurmiug Eto1~()mic Sy.$1J:m5 in l)Ndoping Countries (Cambridge: Har· 
vard University Press, 1991), p. 19. 

1 ~· On Mexico, see Dale Story, Jndust-rp tJ11 Stale, and Public P<Jlicy in ,\1exico {Austin: Uni 
versity of Texas Press. 1986), p, 68. On Brazil, sec Henri Reichstul and Luciano Coutinho 
"ln,-es.lirneni.o esratal, 1974-19So: Cicio e crisc," in Lufx Conaaga Belluzo and Renata 
Coutinho. eds .. D~tfttw!vi1nen:o copitalista no Brmil (S.io Paolo: Brastlensc, 1~3), p. 45. 

16. Frank Brandenburg, 1'J1;i 1\f.oking of lt1odern l\1exUc (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice 
nsn, 1964), p. ozg. 

17. Sylvia Maxfield, ~n;ng Capital; lri.tmutticuol Finanu and i\fexican Polilics (Jlhaca: 
Cornell Uni\'CT$ity Press, 1990). p. 67. 

18. See also Elii~ \Villis, "The State all Banker," Ph.D. dlss., University of Texas at Austin, 
ig.86. and Miguel O. Ramirez, Dttwlopmml &:nki'fl.g i..n ;\1aico: '!'he ('.ase of '11e /1la"fo11al F;,. 
nomitra, $.A. {New York! Pracgcr; 1986) . 

economics." Particular economies suffer as well from their own peculiar 
scarcities. For example, in Mexico and other arid regions, water flows, 
physically and economically. through a narrows. Where govcnunents have 
discretion over the distribution of water, hydraulic politics are intense and 
presumably salient in private decisions on agricultural investment. Be 
cause the overall extent and mix of discretion over scarce resource flows 
varies from country to country, no simple threshold can be applied, and it 
is probably best to think of capitalism as more or Jess politicized. 

States politicize capitalism through direct investment in infrastructure 
and in state enterprises that ultimately trickles into the private sector as 
contracts for goods and services. In Brazil and Mexico the state ac 
counted directly for around 40 percent of total investment for much of 
the postwar period." Many businesses depended on the political deci 
sions of how to spend this money. In her introduction, Meredith Woo 
Cumings highlights the pivotal role of credit allocation by developmental 
states. In the Brazilian and Mexican desarrollista states, through their de 
velopment banks, controlled most long-term credit to industry, Until the 
mid-i 96os public bank resources in Mexico were greater than those in 
the private sector. The national development baok in Mexico, Nafinsa, 
alone accounted for 20 percent of total financing and 30 percent of all fi 
nance to industry.1' from 1940 to 1970 only 10 percent or less of credit 
from private commercial banks went for medium-and long-term financ 
ing." Moreover, as private banks grew, they lent proportionately less 10 in 
dustry.!" Further subsidy and regulation influenced the allocation of 
much of U1e remaining, nominally private resources. Until the 1 g8os, a 
list of the major forms of indirect state control in both countries included 
tariff and nontariff barriers to imports, tax incentives, controls on interest 

The Desarrollista Srate in Brazil and Mexico 
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IL H. ~· (~el'lh and C. \Vr'ight Mills. eds .. FTtflJ~ A1ax ~Vtbt.-r: C.uavs in Sr.xif)/ogJ (New York: 
Oxford Unt~nsity Press. 1916), pp. 66-l)7. ., 

1 ~· Maddison CL al. o~er the best succinct cornpareon of developmem in 81"",n:il and 
Mexico. See Angw~ M~1ddison et at, Hrttiil 'lnd .111ai(·o (New York: Oxford University Press. 
I !)92). 

• 1 ~· Raymc~nd Ver-non. 'tl1t1 lhlnntJui r( flifn:ir.o'.t IH:r1f.llJptJVt1l (Cam bridge: Harvard Unin:r· 
s11y Press ", • 9~3), I~· 2p: Susan Kaufman Put~t>ll. Tb« iUr.xir.r'n Pr11ftz..'\l~(Jtit11tfh•d.\i.mt: P(l(itks in 
itti ~~~horitanMi .IUgone (Strkclcy. Uoiver'llily of California P'tt-ll~, •97r>>· p. ~9; Jose Lui . .: 
Fiori, Sol'>r'c a cnse do. Estac1o brasileiro." HtriiiMn. rf, l<}.t,,,JYmitt PoJIJiHi 9. 1111. ~ (Ju1y-5ep1c1n• 
~I' 1 ~~)}: 105: and ~'lu;h;,loe.:l l:la1'1.C;"l;.1y. Thr J)rdilirivrt Alnrkrl Hn11umr1: AlnJmJ. ill- Hnc.il'.'' f;t1,rKf 
. ~tnll.'1{] (Bf:fkeley: U11iwrsi1y of ('::1liliu 11i;1 p,~.,,;. 19Sfi). 

Pervasive, discreuonary control by the state over resource allocation 
po.litici7.es capitalism. In political capitalism, accumulation (public and 
pnvate) depends more on politics than markers. "Political capitalism" is 
Weber's term for wartime or booty capitalism, but it can be broadened 
without being stretched, to include normal peacetime conditions." State; 
worldwide set rules for capitalist economies; in political capitalism, offi 
cials make rulings. Policymakers in political capitalism have a great deal 
of discretio•." they award individual contracts. make loans, grant specific 
tax exempnons, approve import licenses, negotiate with multinational 
corporations (MNCs), and permit price increases on individual items. 
Creative officials can extend their discretion over even nominal entitle 
ment programs by reinterpreting the implementation or manipulating 
disbursements. 

For B~l. and Mexico there is relative consensus mat capitalism was 
quite politicized or state controlled from the 1940s (or much earlier) 
until the 199os.12 Raymond Vernon claimed that there were two distinc 
tive features of the Mexican economy: "first, the relative pervasiveness 
and vigor of the governments' regulatory measures; second, the extraor 
dinary degree of particularity and discrimination in the application of 
those regulatory powers." A decade later Susan Purcell concluded chat 
Mcxi~o had .·a form of state capitalism." .Jose Luis Fiori argues chat the 
state m Brazil promoted "politicized accumulation": "politicized because 
it responds Lo the determinations of a stare much more than to rules of 
the market ." Michael Barzelay coined the term "politicized market econ 
omy" for his analysis of Brazil in the 1970s and 198os. Despite the appar 
ent consensus, few analyses provided criteria for distinguishing political 
from nonpolitical forms of capitalism." 

Assessing the degree of political capitalism requires a qualitative analysis 
of resource fl?ws through the "narrows" of the economy. lnvestment 
credit and foreign exchange constitute crucial narrows in most developing 

Po~1T1CAL CAPITALISM 
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24. See 6e1) Ross Schneider, "Organized Business Politics in Democratic 8razil," jaumal 
of lnl~u.,,urican Sludit:1 '"1d •Varld Affairs 39, no. 4 (\\Tinter 1997-98): 9!>-127. 

25. jchuscn. J\fffl and tJ1tjapont.U Miracle, pp. 1 g-26. 
26. Sec Ralf Dahrendcrf ~P.tarkct and Plao: T\\'O Types o( R.ationality,"' in Essay$ 1'.n the 

Tlioory of S«iei1 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1968). · 

Widespread stare intervention in the economy politicized capitalism; 
the dominant developmental discourse gave that intervention direction 
and legitimacy. Dcvelopmcntalism is an ideology or world view that ac 
cords industrialization a higher priority than other societal goals and 
gives the state the leading role in promoting it. The criterion for evaluat 
ing policy is effectiveness, not efficiency.'• Policymakers rely on straight 
forward quantitative measures such as increases in output or exports to 
evaluate progress. Jn an exemplary display of developmentalism, officials 
in Korea, infused with the competitive spirit of the Olympic games in 
1988, constructed an electronic scoreboard in a central subway station 
that listed the participating countries, their capitals, flags, and incomes 
per head. In contrast, officials in liberal, socialist, or corporatist states 
evaluate policy in terms of overarching ideologies for which political lead· 
ers are often willing to suffer losses in production or competitiveness." 

ln Brazil and Mexico after the depression of the 1930s, the prevailing 
diagnosis of the barriers to industrialization argued that the domestic 
bourgeoisie was incapable of generating self-sustaining industrialization. 
The state should lead and the bourgeoisie follow. This diagnosis spilled 
over into political discourse and reduced the legitimacy of private sector 
demands and by extension active political participation by the bour 
geoisie. For example, at his inaugural address in 1934, the new Mexican 
president, Lazaro Cardenas, stated: "The state alone embodies the gen 
eral interest, and for this reason only the state has a vision of the whole. 
The state must continually broaden, increase and deepen its interven- 

DEVELOPMJlNTAL DISCOURSE 

Political capitalism has a profound impact on the political strategies of 
economic and state elites. Economic elites depend heavily on the state 
and have good reasons to lobby officials and to do so individually rather 
than collecnvery," Moreover, state intervention increases political uncer 
tainty for investors at the same time it reduces market uncertainty. For 
state elites, political capitalism provides a powerful array of sticks and car 
rots to influence the political as well as the economic behavior of eco 
nomic elites. Unfortunately, most studies of the developmental state 
focus on their economic consequences to the neglect of their usually last 
ing political legacies. 

The Desarrollista State in Brazil and A'1exi1;" 

19. Vernon, Di!m.rtmaof~ft.'>ico'sDtvdopnwtt, p. 26. 
20. See Peter £1,""ans.. Dtpmdmt Dn.H:lop~ni: Thl Allian(': cf J\1ultitiariona~ Star.e. and Local. 

C.Cpital in Bra:.il (Princeton: Princeton Uni-..'C~ity Press, 1979). pp. 222-28, and Tbomas ]. 
Trebat, "Public; Enterprise: in Brazil aod ;\1lcxico," in Thomas C. Bruneau and Philippe 
Faucher. eds., 1~uthorf1arian <;apitalism (Boulder. Cclo.r \\'esl\>icw, 1g81 }. 

~ 1. See Gary Gereffl and Peter B. Evans. "Transnational Corporations. Dependent Devel 
opment, and State Polity in the Semipcriphcry: A Comparison of Br.uil and Mexico," Ui1iw. 
Amtn'can &uai·di /Wi(tl) 16, no. 3 (1981 ); 31-6+ 

~2. Sergio 6H<l1', "Corpcracicnes transnacionales >' Jas nucvas rclaclones de America 
Latina con Estados Unidos ... Ec;QMmia dt Aminca Latina 1 c (1984): gg-1 ~.J-, as cited in £d· 
uardo White ... The Question of Foreign trwcstmcnts and the Economic Crisis in Larin 
America," in Richard E. Feinberg and Ricardo Ffrencb-Davis. eds., pcutlitfmt'MJ and External 
Dtbt in LatittAtnerico (Notre Dame: Uni\'tJ'!i()' of Notre Dame Press, 1988), p. 164. 

-:i3. See Peter Evans, "Class, State, and Dependence in t'.ast Asia: Lessons for Latin Arner 
icanists," in Ocro. cd., Political &011omy Q/ tlw ,ve"" Asinn lnduJtria.lism. 

rates, export subsidies, agricultural price supports, restrictions on MNCs, 
and wage and price controls. In Mexico, "the public sector [was) in a po 
sition to make or break any private firm. "11' 

The Mexican and Brazilian economies were nonetheless still capitalist. 
Property, wealth, and profit were mostly private, and therefore capitalism 
set the overall parameters for the state and its policymakers. While the 
state provided much of total investment, the private sector often reaped 
the harvest. For instance, rates of return on state investment were usually 
lower than on private investment, often because state enterprises charged 
private customers low prices.'"' States may account for a large proportion 
of total investment but not enough to sustain rapid growth alone, and 
they depend on private investment to keep growth at a politically accept· 
able rate. Political capitalism thus involves heavy reciprocal constraints. 
State elites have enormous discretion and power over particular firms, yet 
they are structurally constrained to pursue policies conducive to private 
profit generally in order to increase total investment, especially as capital 
became more mobile over the 1970s and 1980s. 

Multinational corporations further constrain the state. Their accumula 
tion strategics are global, and they may not therefore invest in the domestic 
economy despite generous subsidies. They are also more likely to move new 
investment elsewhere in response to perceived political uncertainty lo large 
protected economies such as those of Brazil and Mexico, however, multina 
tional firms came to resemble domestic firms in that production was for the 
local market, mar1agers were often nationals, and, especially, most investment 
came from local profits!' For example, over the decade of the 197os, rein 
vested profits accounted for 65 percent of the recorded value of U.S. invest 
ment io Latin America." The far greater presence of MNCs distinguishes 
Latin America from Northeast Asia. But J1,1NCs do not change the essence of 
political capitalism, which was similar across the two regions, though they do 
appear to affect greatly the effectiveness of developmental states." 
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32. Jung-en woo [Meredith \\'oo-Cumings]. RtJ,U 10 tlie Swift Stale and Finti'1U in Konatt 
Jndtutrialiu1tfon (New York: Columbia Univcnity Pl"('SS, 1991 ). 

33. See Ben Ress Schneider; t>oiiritJ rt.•itJJin thcStat.e: Elite 8url'.(.l.tu,.mt1 and ltidusuial Policy i'l 
1h..tJ1oriltu•ian Brazil (Pinsborgh: University of Pituburgh Press. 1991). and Emanuel Adler. 
Th.e Pou1tr of /Jeo{Qgy: Tht Quest far Ted11wlogical At@nomy i-n J\fFnlint~ tuul B'fW.il (l\erkeley. 
University of California Press, 1g87}. 

34. Nathaniel H. Leff, F..t(¥rltnnir. Polit)'"J\lo/Ung and Dn;tJop111nil in Bra:il, 1947-1964 (New 
York.:John \\!'iley and Som, 1968). pp. 4, 13g-43. 

35· See Covrc. A/ala dosJ1ome1u. 
36. Vernon, Dilr.mmo of A1exico's Drodc>pmtfll, pp. 14J-49. 
37. Ibid., p. "19· 

argument she further elaborates in the introduction to this volume." Jn 
Latin America, military and security worries were more likely to be sec 
ondary and complementary to developmentalism emanating from other 
parts of the state and the private sector. In Brazil, where the level of mili 
tary influence in economic policy was among the greatest in the develop 
mentalist countries of Latin America, officers participated in economic 
policy through two principal avenues. First, in the 1930s the military de 
veloped interest and expertise in weapons industries, and generals be 
came powerful lobbyists for sectoral policies in steel, petroleum, and, 
later, computers and aircraft.v' A more general interest in industrializa 
tion among officers emerged later as the cold war intensified. By the 
1950s and 196os, generals in man)' countries had adopted the view chat 
development was one effective antidote to communism. These concerns 
were much weaker in Mexico than in Brazil, where after the 1930s the 
military was not influential in economic policy and where security threats, 
communist or otherwise, were Jess salient political issues. 

Most studies of postwar industrialization in Mexico and Brazil highlight 
the dominance of developmentalism. In his study of economic policy 
making in Brazil in the 1950s, Nathaniel Leff examines the "modernizing 
nationalist ideology," which favored heavy industry, import substitution, 
and accorded an "ample role to the public sector." This ideology cut 
short debate because its "economic views have been virtually uncontested 
... since at least the earl)' 1950s" and because the "economic intelli 
gentsia also presented no critique or alternative.">' The turmoil and coup 
of the 1960s temporarily unraveled the consensus. Beginning in the late 
1960s the military revived developmentalism and silenced counterdis 
courses from the left." 

In Mexico after the depression and World War Tl tecnicos (technically 
trained officials) in the economic bureaucracy became increasingly par 
tial to industrialization, restrictions on trade and foreign capital, and ac 
rive state intervention to overcome the deficiencies of Mexican markets 
and capitalists.l" For recnicos, "the word dirigiste bas none of the invidi 
ous connotations which it usually carries in the French tongue."" Frank 
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27. Ui::iro C:irdcnas, cited in Nora Hamilton, The Limits of SMU Av.t()'flomy: J>m:-RmoJu 
tionary Afe:xieo {Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982). p. 1~g.; Luis Eche\'erri~, cited 
in Carl0$ Arriola, "Los grupos empresariales frente al I.stado {l973-1975)," Poro lnlt1°1U1· 
.Uma! 16, no.1 (April-June 1976): 4;•. 

28. Claudio Veliz. '/''ht Centralist Truditiun of Latin AmP,n'ca (Princeton: Princeton Univer 
sity Press, 1980); Alfred Stepan. ·rtv; St<JJe and Socie.ty (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 
1978). 

29. Sec Steven 'Iopik, "The Economic Role o( the $t.;lte in Liberal Regimes: Bratil and 
~1cxico Compared, 1888 ... , 9\0," in joscph L. Love and Nils Jacobsen, eds .• Cv.iding tlu: In· 
1Jisibi' Hand {New York: Praeger; 1988). 

30. ECLA. is also known by its Spanish acronym C"E.f'At.. On the history of devclopmeo· 
tali$10. and the general intellectual hi.slOry of development economics in Ullin America, !!ct 
Albert O. Hirschman, "ldeclcgies of Economic Development in Laun America," in A Bia., 
/or Hope (New Haven: Yale Uni\'ers.ity Press. 1971); Thomas t. Skidmore, Politics in Brazil, 
1930-1964 (New Yori<.: Oxford Unh:ci::rslry Press, 1967). esp. pp. 41-48, 87-90: Kathrytl 
Sikkink, ldelJS and Tnstilutio1u: Dn.:-eJ/JprntnUJlism in 8rtttiJ mtd 1\?gt"ntina (Ithaca: Cornell Uni· 
versity Press, 1991 ), esp. pp. 127-70; Bielschc .... 'Sky, Pm.sament.o «0110mico bmJiltiro; ~tari-a de 
Lourdes Manaini Cowe, A fa/a d0$ hoJiuns.: Analise do f>tnSOnttnt.o ttcn()CTtUico, 1 964- ~ 981 (Sio 
Paulo: nra .. Hense, 1983); Brandenburg. J\.takingof .llilCldnn i\fexiu;Joseph L. LO\'C, "RaUI Pre 
btsch and the Origins of the Doctrine of Unequal Exchange," in James Oicu and James H. 
Street, eds., Latin AmtrieaS Economit DevtltJpmtnl (Boulder; Co1o.: Lynne Rienner, tg8']): 
81-86; ind Sanford 1\. Mcsk, lndustn'al Rroohllion in A·ftA·ico (fkrkcley: Uni\o-crsil)' of C:.llifol'· 
nia Pre1111, 1950). 

31. Sec r:. v ens, "Cass, State, and Dependence." 

tion." Public defense of the state's guiding role was constant. Nearly 40 
years later, Luis Echeverria stated that it was the state's responsibility "to 
set the direction and rhythm of development" and to participate directly 
both "in the production and distribution of incomer"? These arguments 
flt preexisting, quasi-Rousseauian discourses that accorded the state the 
role of seeing to the national interest while other societal actors pursued 
their particularistic interests. The dominant discourses in Latin America 
had generally accorded the state primacy over social and economic inter 
ests, though before 1930 liberalism mounted a strong campaign to dis 
lodge this dominant discourse." Moreover, the state had been active, es 
pecially in Brazil, in promoting growth." 

Post-1940 developmcntalism meshed with some preexisting discourses 
and practices, but it arose in the specific crises in international trade dur 
ing World Wars I and Il and the Great Depression, gaining theoretic and 
programmatic body in the analyses of Raul Prebiscb and the United Na 
tions Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) ... The growing 
consensus among elites was that Latin America could no longer rely on 
industrial countries to provide manufactured goods, nor could Latin 
America ever catch up to the rich countries without industrializing. 

The military in some countries added national security concerns. 
though these were not as strong and immediate as they were later in East 
Asia." Meredith Woo-Cumings has argued that national security concerns 
decisively influenced the course of economic policy in postwar Korea, an 
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St..1.tes. Northern bu,;ii,c::is es~ci;llly W(I$ receptive to du: free enterprise message, but they 
were unable tc prc~jc:ct their views ntttionally ;1,-'> .l counter-discourse. In Bl'<'l'.il, the Sorbonne 
faction wilhin the \)ffiCc' corps went furthest io endorsiug the full package of cold ,.,. a r ide 
ology, h111 they were a minority, and C\'C.:O some of their prominent members such as Ernesto 
Gtist:l turned cur to be statists i11 practice. See Alfred Stepan, 7'11.t AJiUUu' i.n P1JtititJ: (.h(lng 
i"~ P"un·u~ iu Rnuil (Princerou: Princeton U11in.:l'!Sil)' Press, 1971 ). pp. '!;~7-f>O. 

41). Peter "1.cD01Hn1gh. l'wr.'tf und ld1<ul1Jf!J in 8uail (P'1 inceron: Princeton Uni\·cr.sity Press. 
t~•K1). p. 141. 

47. Albert Lauterbach, "Govenonc1u and Development: ,\tJan<igc1·i:.1l Aultudcs in Latin 
America" Jt11t1'1utl of lut~J•Am.rtia1n .'>11ulit!.'o 7, 111). :.l (April 1~}6:,): :! 1 a-ao. 

.1>t .tvfiguel 8:ts:ii\e.1. and Roderic /\. (~unp. "La nacionalizad(1n de la baocl4 y l:t opinion 
pf1blic·a cu lYl<!xico." For(J lnt1-t11ui°irmal~tK (Octt1b1'l'-Di:cc1nber 1!)84): '.t•)8, 

·Hl· Soares. "O No,·o ti:tado n~ Anu!dca L·uinn," p. 6:t. 

A survey of elite opinion in authoritarian Brazil (1972-73) revealed 
widespread support for economic over social or political development. ln 
terms of long-term priorities all groups (save church leaders and leaders 
of the opposition party) favored economic development, including 
Arena politicians (46 percent, N = 33), labor leaders (49 percent, N = 
53), top civil servants (60 percent, N = 40), business executives (66 per 
cent, N = 84), and managers of public companies (80 percent, N = 15). •• 
In a broader survey in the 196os in twelve Latin American countries in 
cluding Brazil and Mexico, most managers (N = 324) favored state inter 
vention to provide infrastructure, technical assistance and research, 
credit, tariff protection, tax exemptions, and overall planning. They were 
more ambivalent about state enterprises and thought them appropriate 
only when they did not compete with private firms. They also criticized in 
efficiency and politics in government but generally opposed inept inter 
vention rather than intervention per se." As late as 1982, a survey after 
the decision by the Mexican government to nationalize private banks re 
vealed widespread support for the decision among all social groups: 72 
percent of all respondents favored the nationalization, as did nearly two 
thirds of business leaders and industrialists." 

A quantitative indicator of the dominance of developmentalism and 
the sincerity of political leaders who endorse it is the division of govern 
ment spending between economic promotion and other expenditures. 
When the economic budget exceeds the military, social, and administra 
tive budgets (singly, not in total), it is one strong indicator that. the state 
has a developmental orientation (see Table 2 below). In contrast, admin 
isirative and military expenses are greatest in the classic state, while the 
social budget is highest ire the welfare state.!" Consistently high economic 
spending, over time, and across various governments and regimes, is a 
good indicator of how enduring and widely shared developmenralisrn is. 

Quantitative thresholds require qualitative confirmation because strong 
developmental motivations can underlie apparently noneconomic spend- 
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38. 81'a.ndellbu1·g. J\1Mtng efJ'rlodern i\1exico, p, 214. 
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1976): 35: Brandenburg, ~\>la/Ung of A10ik'rn A1nico. p. ~ 11; Roderic A_i Camp, En1repn:w.ur~ 
ar.d Polilits in 'Th1mu'dh-Century 1\(rxico (New Yort: Oxford University Prus, t989), p. 45. 

4'l. See John French, Thtt Brruilian Hhrll'ers' ABC: CiaJS (A'flflict and AlliancN in J\fodn'n Siin 
Pa.ulo (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press. 1992), pp. 114-16. 

43 .. Sec Bietcschowsky, Pmsam~nto «O?Uintit.o bra.siltiro. 
44. Maxfield, Cott.t.ming Capital 
45. Victor Urquidi, interview by author, November 6, 1991. The selective cndorscn1e1u 

of U.S. hegemony and the cold war also reflects the :nrength of dcvclopruerualism. Political 
and economic elites accepted the scuggtc against communism and often paid Lip service 10 
t.hc accompanying tenet of promoting free enterprise. but at the same dme they systernan 
calJy expanded the economic role of the state. Mexican narionalism, directed prima1·ily 
against the United Seues, impeded open endorsement of the cold war <;'-ims or the United 

Brandenburg claims that "it was not until the post World War II years that 
industry managed to acquire a preferential role in economic develop 
ment.""' The two governments after 1940 made industrialization the cen 
tral policy objective." Jn l946 Miguel Aleman took industrialization on 
the campaign trail as one of his three slogans and the only one relating lo 
economics. •0 In his review of the literature, Edward Williams concludes 
that "the ideology of industrialization ... began to take root during the 
Cardenas regime" and later "became full fledged revolutionary dogma 
with the accession to power of Miguel Aleman in 1946. • Brandenburg 
also notes the "primacy of the state in economic life" but argues that this 
is a centuries-old tradition. The most comprehensive study of Mexican 
business concludes that "most leading entrepreneurs accept the fact that 
Mexico has a mixed economic system .... Even in the 1980s, most busi 
nessmen still favor a substantial government role.?" 

Another way to assess the dominance of developmentalism is from the 
perspective of the eclipse of competing discourses, especially orthodox 
economics and Iiberalism, which had ardent albeit isolated backers in 
'both countries. In Brazil one of the strong but ultimately unsuccessful 
candidates for the presidential elections of 1945 campaigned against de 
velopmentalism and the desarrollista State Vargas had been constructing 
and in favor of relying primarily on export agriculture." Io Brazil Eu 
genio Cudin and Octavio Bulhoes were the leading liberal economists. 
They were both ministers in postwar governments but could do little 
more than stall developmentalism and increasing state intervention." In 
Mexico the cleavage between monetarists and structuralists dominated 
struggles over discourse and policy:" However, the ascendant monetarists 
in the period of stabilizing development, including Antonio Oruz Mena, 
a major figure among monetarists and finance minister from 1958 to 
1970, were still moderate developmentalists" 
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"Exctcsionary Democracy" ,\'tudir.r in Comp(Uati~.v: btlcrnatWntil Dlft)tl{op1tunl 10. 1)0. 4 (\Viotc:t 
198!)-!{6): 64-8.;. Tbcrborn ::tlso constdcrs many democracies in Latin Amt'ric.t "cxclu 
si .. 'ist." singling out Bntzil. Mexico. ;u1d Co~ta. Ric;t ~1lt the only "consurutional exc;hL~ivist 
regimes" in 1978 (p. 95. Table 3). Remrner uses Dahl's distinction between contestauon 
and paruopanon in defining democracy to create ii rwo-dirncnsional cfassificadon of regime 
type: authoritarian versus democratic. and inclusionar')I versus exclusionary Tbe ke>' catc 
gory for the present discussion is exclusionary democracy, whit:h inctnded Brazil 
(1945-64), For 1980 Remmcr classifies Brazil and Mexico as exclusionary authoritarian 
and indusiooary authoritartan, reispectiv-ely (p. 75}. 

f>L For an in-depth anaJysis of the "technocrauc thought" of the military regime, see 
Covrc. A fala dos lwm..~s (on democracy, see esp. pp. 234-']o). 

52. Cited in Arriola, "Los grupcs cmprcsaeialcs frenrc al Eetadc," p. 4!i2. 
53. Philippe C. Schmttecr; /nUYat (',onjlia and Pol.ili<.al ('JJong~ in Bra.tit (Stanford: Stanford 

Univel"Sity Press, 197 t ), 1>· 381. See also Olavo Brasil de Lima Jr., "Electoral Participation in 
Brazil (1945-78): The Legislation. Ulc Party ~)'Stems. and Electoral Turnouts," Lus<>-8ratii· 
ian Rl:l1io1J so. no. 1 (Slnllrner 1 983): 73. 

literacy, gender, party, or registration requirements can deny the fran 
chise to the majority. Like developmentalism in economic policy, exclu 
sion orients and motivates political activity on the part of state and politi 
cal elites. Political exclusion was often more a question of practice and 
usually contradicted lip service to democracy. The generals in Brazil, for 
example, always claimed that they were in power temporarily in order to 
prepare Brazil for democracy." Political leaders, after first paying 
homage to classic democratic precepts, often went on to qualify the type 
of democracy appropriate for the times or the country. Echeverria, for ex 
ample, claimed that politics could not be left "LO the free play of forces .• ., 
Political exclusion in the desarrollista state was enduring. The majority 
of adults in both Brazil and Mexico had either no real choice or no vote 
until the end of the twentieth century. In Brazil, literacy requirements 
excluded a majority of adults during the democratic period 1945-64. 
The eligible electorate grew from 13 percem of the total (not just adult) 
population in 1945 to 19 percenc in 1900, levels that were low com 
pared with other Latin American countries at similar levels of develop 
m.entJ•·, ln Mexico, formal restrictions on voting were fewer, but political 
elites maintained exclusion by denying opposition candidates any real 
chance of victory. Such other countries as Chile and Argentina alter 
nated between exclusive authoritarian regimes and inclusive democra 
cies. However, exclusionary periods were presumed to be temporary and 
extraordinary. 

Cl= politica is an apt term to describe the exclusive political elite in 
Mexico and Brazil. Politicians in Brazil referred to themselves as mem 
bers of such a class with unique rights and privileges. The press helped 
construct this "class." For instance, the Mexican daily La jornada devoted 
a multipage section titled "Clase Politica" to political intrigue and elite 
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:,o. tloiany format democracies in Latin America tit Lint's definition of authoritarian 
regimes as "political systems with limited, not responsible, political pluralism; without elabo 
rate and guiding ideology (but with distinctive tnt:rH.aliciesh without intensive nor cxtcnsiw 
political mobilization (exceptsome points in their development), and in which a leader (or 
oecai1iolll:llly a small group) exercises power within formally i.ll-Oefi1led limits but actually 
quite prcdictabl<; ones." Sec Linz ... An Authoritarian Regime," p. 2!t']. Other authors who 
define political $ft1tenl" in Latin America ;u. exclusive regardless of rtgim<" cypc include 
Tberbcrn. wh<• W4!S the term .. cxclusivisr," Soares, and especially Rcmmer. Sec Coran TIH;r 
born, -·nic Travail of Latin American Democracy," JVl':W lift RNiet." 113/1 14 ijanu~ry-,o\pri1 
1979): 71-109: Soares. "O Novo Estado na AmCrica Latina," p. 71; and Katen L, Rc1111nf:r, 

Political exclusion (or limited pluralism) exist' when the majority of 
adults are denied the right to free and meaningful choices in regular 
elections-meaningful in that opposition candidates have a chance of 
coming to power, free in the limited sense of absence of direct coercion. 
Neither of these conditions exists in authoritarian regimes, which in most 
cases hold no elections. When they do, as in Brazil under the military, the 
opposition still has no chance of winning. Political exclusion is not lim 
ited to authoritarian regimes, however; many democracies inhibit, for 
mally or informally, the participation of the majority of adults." Property, 

Po1,r1'1CAL ExcLus10N 

ing on education (such as funding foreign graduate study in engineer 
ing) or military training and research and development in high technol 
ogy that has commercial applications. In Brazil, for example, the military 
government created "social" p1-ograms such as unemployment insurance 
in the form of funds on which beneficiaries could draw. In practice, other 
government agencies used unclaimed, accumulated fonds to finance de 
velopment projects. Moreover, developmentalists may prefer to rely on 
indirect forms of intervention, such as trade protection or credit ra 
tioning, which do not show up as large items in the government budget. 

Jn the twentieth century most states were expected to facilitate growth 
and improve social welfare. The developmental state is peculiar in that 
state and other elites expect economic policies to transform the economy 
from a less to a more industrialized stage and tolerate enormous state dis 
cretion over resource allocation. Regulatory states may promote industri 
alization as a by-product, but it is not the primary goal, nor is it legitimate 
for officials to use state intervention to achieve it. Welfare states may be 
quite interventionist in the distribution, rather than production, of gross 
domestic product (GDP), and much if not most of the GDP may pass 
through the governmcnL Moreover, officials lack discretion and measure 
success with indicators of social welfare rather than GDP per capita. 
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By the 1980s the Brazilian and Mexican bureaucracies comprised 
thousands of agencies and employed millions of people. In 1988 public 
employment in Mexico totaled 4.4 million (including 2.7 million in the 
central government, 600,000 in state and local government, and 1 mil 
lion in public enterprises) and accounted for one-fifth of total employ 
ment."° Jn Brazil in 1973, g percent of the economically active popula 
tion, or 3.4 million people, worked in the public sector, though 
two-thirds of them worked in stale and local government ( 1.4 million 
worked in public firms and other autonomous agencies at all levels of 
government)." Municipal, state, and federal employment grew to 4.3 
million by 1984, and the largest state enterprises employed over 1 mil 
lion people in addition." 

Jn these mammoth bureaucracies, formal organizations are fluid and 
flexible, save for such well-known exceptions as the Banco de Mexico and 
the Brazilian National Bank for Economic arid Social Development 
(BNDES), which pro,·e the rule. Moreover, these bureaucracies suffered 
from a debilitating range of conventional pathologies: overccntralization, 
fragmentation, low professional ethics, high turnover, corruption, low 
salaries, and poor training. It is hardly surprising that bureaucracy en 
joyed so little public esteem in either country. 

Appointments gave this unwieldy mass dynamism and structure. In the 
dcsarrollista state, positions of power in the bureaucracy were distributed 
by direct personal, political appointment. One thousand appointments to 
the top three to four levels of the bureaucratic hierarchy is a rough 
threshold to define an appointive bureaucracy. Brazil, Mexico, most of 
Latin America and other developing countries, the United States, and all 
communistsystems thus have appointive bureaucracies, About 50,000 po 
sitions are filled by political appointment in Brazil and Mexico. 'the in 
coming Collor administration estimated the number of political, confi- 

THE A.PPOL'IT1VE BUREAUCRACY 

of nonelites. The clasc polftica usually managed to stop threatening op 
position but spent enormous energies re-creating internal accommoda 
tion while constantly checking over its shoulder. 

Tl1e Desarrollista State in Br~l and J\1.e.tico 
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burgh P'rt•i.s. 1 HHn}. 
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machinanons.r- The clase polftica was successful in controlling its mem 
bership and blunting nonelite challenges. Beyond crude devices such as 
limiting the electorate in Brazil or electoral fraud in Mexico, politicians 
in both countries devised more sophisticated techniques of manipulating 
elections. Basing electoral competition on clientelism and patronage 
shores up elite positions, because it favors those with access to resources 
and denies voters accountability. Political leaders co-opted rather than 
represented." Jn both Brazil and Mexico, election was usually by appoint 
ment, which allowed elites to screen entry into the clase polftica and to 
co-opt challengers. In Mexico nomination by the Institutionalized Revo 
lutionary Party (PRl) guaranteed electoral victory. Elections in Brazil 
were more open, but the many politicians who launched their electoral 
careers from executive positions testify to the electoral value of appoint 
ment.'•• The ambitious were more likely to enter the appointive bureau 
cracy than try to build gr"'i'roots support for a program. 

Civil society posed little threat to this political elite. Local associations 
such as squatter seulemenis, religious groups, professional organizations, 
and labor unions had little independent power. Depending on the ad 
ministration in power, the political elite attempted to co-opt their leader 
ship, manipulate their finances, or intimidate and repress-both leaders 
and members." In Brazil, government officials successfully manipulated 
corporatist financial controls and legal restrictions on labor unions." In 
Mexico PRI control of the Confederacion de 'Irabajadores de Mexico 
(CTM) is less formal and legal but more effcctivc.v 

In sum, political competition in the developmental stale was restricted 
lo a small group. Of course, these polities were not hermetic and static; 
several defects kept them in constant agitation (if not evolution). These 
exclusive polities Jacked solid legitimacy, institutional mechanisms for re 
solving intereluc conflict, and assurance oft.he continued acquiescence 
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Wnomits 19, no. ·1 (Winter 198-7): esp. 27-34~ 

70. Tcpik, "Economic Role of the State," pp. 39-11. 1 ~5. 
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(Berkeley: Univcrstry cf Callfornia 'Pr'eAA, 1967), pp. ea. 32. 

Several contributors to this volume have noted that developmental 
states are historically bounded phenomenon. 'What indicators do we use 
to set beginning and ending bounds? Determining the beginning and 
end of a multicomponent conceptualization of a type of state is at best 
difficult, especially when some components elude precise quantitative 
rncasurement.w The political components predate the full developmen 
tal state by decades if not centuries. The economic clements are harder 
to date. At the turn of the century the Brazilian and Mexican govern 
ments intervened in their economics but generally limited intervention 
in accordance with the dominant economic liberalism. From 1895 to 
1910 government revenues ranged from 6 to 12 percent of CDP in Brazil 
and from 5 to 8 percent in Mexico." The mid-193os however mark a 
turning point in the goals and methods of state intervention. On the one 
hand, liberals could no longer hold out hope that the old international 
trading system would soon return. On the other hand, presidents Gctulio 
Vargas and Lazaro Cardenas were moving increasingly, sometimes admit 
tedly only in response to short-term crises, toward more systematic state 
intervention. This was a period throughout the world of political and eco 
nomic redefinition. What gradually emerged from it in Brazil and Mexico 
was a particular form of developmental state. 

Cardenas dramatically increased and redirected government spending 
(sec Table 2). He nearly doubled the total budget and expanded the 
share dedicated to economic development from an average of 25 percent 
(1924-34) to 38 percent for his term." After Cardenas, neither eco 
nomic nor total spending fell until the 1980s. The 1938 narionalization 
of oil in Mexico marks qualitatively and certainly symbolically, if not 

CONSOLIDATION 

tration is possible only in the former. The distinction between Weberian 
bureaucracies in Asia versus politicized, appointive bureaucracies in 
Latin America is rhe crucial factor that differentiates developmental from 
desarrollista states. I return to these and other comparisons after cxamin 
ing the consolidation of desarrollista states in Brazil and Mexico and as 
sessing further the interaction and syncrb'Y among the four components. 

Th8 Desarrottista Stott in Brmil and i\1.exico 

G3. jorffal d<J Bi·asiI. March 4, 1990, p. 4. 
64. Brandenburg. /.1alting ef A·todern 1.-lex-ictJ, p. 157. 
65. Oabricl Zaid. interview by author; Mexico Ciiy,.Ju1y ·I· 1989. 
66. Employee of the Banco de MCxico, interview by author, No\'C111ber 14, 1994· 
67. Sec Schneider, f>olitia within lht Slate, chap. 4, and Merilee Serrill Grindle, 8ure1111• 

enW, PMilidatu, o,t1d Pt.t>5llnlJ ;,. iWaico: A Cose Study in Pv.bfi(. Poli"J (Berkeley. U ni\·t1~icy of 
California Press, 1977), for fi.111 discussions cr appcinuuent relations. 

68. E~ns, £,ml;cJIUd Autonnmy. 

dence positions at 65,000.''' An estimate for Mexico from the 196os, 
when the bureaucracy was smaller, pul the number at 25,000 (including 
8,ooo in the PRJ bureaucracy)." Later observers pm the total closer to 
50,000."' Thousands of these appointments may be pure paa·onage pay 
offs with little impact on policy, but all positions with any real power are 
open to appointment and subject. to immediate dismissal. Even the Banco 
de Mexico which by tradition has a meritocratic, career bureaucracy, was 
legally unprotected from the appointive powers of the president.?' The 
extremely high number of appointments distinguishes Brazil and Mexico 
from most developed and many developing countries. 

Appointments structure power and incentives inside and outside the 
bureaucracy. Subordinates can rise only through appointment, which 
helps focus their attention on those above them. The power to appoint 
and dismiss reinforces the top-down flow of power and gives superiors far 
more potential control over subordinates than they would have in a bu 
reaucracy where promotion depends on impersonal criteria." Given the 
dominance of the bureaucracy in the polity, appointment then becomes 
the primary means for gaining representation. Factions in the political 
elite maneuver .to get their representatives designated, while ambitions 
bureaucrats seek outside support. 'the process often takes on the aura of 
an electoral campaign: the candidates for various positions (or any posi 
tion) seek visibility, make speeches, and give interviews. Newspapers and 
magazines endorse or reject candidates, propose names, and circulate re 
sumes. When the president bas selected his subordinates (and they in 
rurn theirs) the basic lines of representation and access are set until the 
next ministerial shakeup or presidential succession. In a famous quote, 
the politician ultimo de Carvalho distilled the essence of power in the 
Brazilian political system into four verbs: appoint, dismiss, imprison, and 
release. 

The key variable in distinguishing among bureaucracies is tenure. Bu· 
reaucrats in appointive bureaucracies have no job security and are thus 
constantly looking toward their next jobs and their next boss. In contrast, 
a key element of what Peter Evans calls Wcbcrian bureaucracy is precisely 
job security.'" Meritocratic recruitment and promotion are possible in 
both Weberian and appointive bureaucracies, but depoliticized adrninis- 
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75. Edson de Oliveira Nunes, "Bureaucratic Insulaucn and Cllentelism in Contemporary 
SraY.il; Uneven State-Building and the Taming of ri.todcrnity," Ph.D. diss. Department of Po 
liucal Science, Uni--;·c..,.iq of Caflfcrnia, Berkeley, 198,1, pp. 73-8,1; Suzigan, •;u emprcsas do 
governo," pp. 85-S,. 

76. Lo\'C, "Ralil Prcbisch," pp. 81-86. 

prises." In symbolic terms the creation of National Steel Company (CSN) 
in 1941 and the successful construction of the mammoth steel works epit 
omized the dawn of a new era of state-led industrialization. 

The triumph of developmental discourse is difficult to date with preci 
sion. Some subcomponents such as the primacy of the state over in 
dividual interest bad deep historical roots. Equating autonomous indus 
trialization wilh national security and welfare, however, is a postwar 
phenomenon. Overall, the period between the eclipse of liberalism in the 
early 193os and the emergence of a coherent dcvelopmentalism backed 
by both theoretical elaboration and by state and societal actors in the 
1950s is best characterized as one of contending discourses. But, the core 
ideas that would later flourish in the 1950s mostly date back to the 1930s. 
Prebisch, the foremost Latin American theorist of developmentalism, was 
implementing policies in the J 93os for which he would develop theoreti 
cal justification only later, out of power, in the 194os and 195os."' 

The beginning;s of the desarrollista state are thus visible in the 1930s. 
As part of a fully functioning development model, the core years date 
roughly from 1950 to 1980. Economic and industrial growth were rapid 
in the 1940s, which was more the result of international factors (in that 
World War II forced ISi in Brazil and Mexico) than directed state inter 
vention. Mexico's default in August 1982 was the death knell for the de 
sarrollista state, but inertia carried it on for several more years. By 1985 
political leaders in both Brazil and Mexico were embarking on policies to 
dismantle one or more components of their dcsarrollista states. In Mex 
ico, the first changes came in st.ate intervention and hence political capi 
talism. In Brazil, the transition to civilian rule in 1985 Jed quickly to full 
political inclusion. Largely unreformed appointive bureaucracies sur 
vived intact in both countries through the 199os, but by then the other el 
ements were either weakened or on their way out. 

Both countries moved closet to an ideal typical desarrollista state from 
the 1940s through the 1970s and then retreated in the 1g8os. Systematic 
state intervention in the economy began in the 193os and 194os. The state 
role increased in the 195os and 196os through extensive protection and 
other ISi polities, and governments in the 197os in both countries vastly 
expanded the number and scope of state enterprise. On the political side, 
nonclite participation expanded through the 194os in Mexico and the 
tg6os in Brazil but then contracted until the 197os, especially in Brazil, In 
the 198os both systems experienced expanding but still limited pluralism. 

The Desarrollista Sto.Jt! in Brazil and iWtxico 
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72. See especlally Hamilton, Limitso/StoleAWonomy, pp. 2l6-70. . . 
73. See Story, Jruhutry, #11t $14ll\ o.nd Public P"liCJ, p. 38. for~ chronology or major poli 

ctes. 
74. Skidmore argues that "Vargas osed the occasion of the war effort to elaborate a policy 

of industrialization, a goal toward which he had been mo v ·iog since 193 7, although as 1:\1e as 
1940 he had still not committed himself uoequivccally to systematic industrial .develop 
ment." See Skidmore, Politics;,. Brazil., p. 4!)· Sutigan claims that from 1930 state mterven 
uon became deliberate (comdti1k) and "'trulystatitiog .. during the Etta.do No .. '(). Sec \\rtlson 
Suzigan, .. As emprcsas do gcvemo e o papel do Enado na cccnomia Braaileira, .. in Reaende 
cc al., Asfxdos da par1icip0{0.o do &OWrno 110 «(1'(1011tia. p. 85. 

quantitatively, a watershed in state intervention." It created a lasting asso 
ciation between nationalism and state intervention. Some protecuve tar 
iJIS and tax exemptions for industry predate Gardenas, but the flurry of 
legislation creating state-led import-subsdtuting industrialization (IS() 
came mostly in the late 1930s and 1940s." 

In Brazil, president Geuilio Vargas promoted a qualitative shift in 
government spending and intervention, though a recognizable and de 
liberate developmental state emerged only during the Estado Novo 
(t937-45).1• From 1930 to 1945 various Vargas governments with strong 
military encouragement steadily created new ministries (for example, the 
Ministry of Labor, Industry, and Commerce in 1930), departments, coun 
cils (such as the National Petroleum Council in 1938), and state enter- 

•A~ragcs for three shore presidencies in this period. 
$Qurces: 1925-58, averages for each administration from jamcs \VU~ic:, 'f!i' i\1e.~co ~~ 

tion: Ft-dual Expn1diturts atid Social Ch11nge since 1910 (Scrkcley: Unwen>tty of California 
Press, 1967). p. 3~; 195946, from James Wilkie, La. m.iotu.ci6n m.cxict::ind (Mexico: Fcndo de 
Cuhura Economlca, 1978), as cited in Samuel Schmidt, TlteDt1erioratio11 uf tlu J\.1exir.nn Pini· 
dlntJ (1\1(.:SOn: Unh'Crsity of Arizona Press, 1991). p. 40. Per capita spending ii) 1g6o pesos 
from Dale Story. lnduJlry. the Sta.1e, and Nik Pol.iCJ in f.1.e:rit:o (Austin: Univcrslty of Texas 
Press. 1986). p, 4s:. His data are. reported at five-year intervals. listed here i.s the latest figure 
fol' each admlninrauon. 

189 
188 
2&\ 
287 
400 
4!>2 
689 

1,128 
1,689 
2.SSl 

Calles (1925-1928) 25 10 65 
1929-1934• 25 15 60 
Cardenas (1935-1940) 38 IS 44 
fi.v;la Camacho (1941-1946) 39 17 44 
Alemfu (1947-1952) 52 IS 35 
J{uiz Conines (t 953-1958) 53 14 33 
I.Ope• Mateos ( 1959-1961) 39 20 41 
Dfat Ordaz (1965-1970) 41 21 38 
Echeverria (1971-1976) 15 24 SI 
Lopez ronmo (1977-1982) 

Per capita 
spending (in 
1960 P""'°) 

Ec<>nomi<: Social Adminisrratlve 
(J)'Kenttge of actual govemrneot budget) 

Tt.Wle 2. Covernmcnr spending in r• .. Iexicc, ) 930-1990 
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so. Schneider, Politin wilhin llk S./111,,, chap. 4. 

state actors want direct influence in appointments and through them 
control over the distribution of state resources. Political capitalism there 
fore. makes it harder to reform an appointive bureaucracy. An innocuous 
seeming proposal to create a career civil service is in fact a radical reform 
to redistribute power." These difficulties and contending pressures are 
important to bear in mind when analyzing possibilities for administrative 
reform. Most analyses of developmental states in Asia emphasize Weber 
ian bureaucracy."' By extrapolation the recommendation for Latin Amer 
ica would be that interventionist states require reforms to make them 
more Weberian. Yet, once states intervene extensively in the economy, 
they make such administrative reforms more politically costly and less 
likely. 

Given that the politicization of capitalism focuses political activity on 
the executive bureaucracy, it is then appointments that structure access 
and representation for societal groups attempting to defend their inter 
ests. Appoinrments also distribute power in this politicized bureaucracy 
and present power holders (the appointers) with a sometimes difficult 
dilemma: how to balance representation and central control. This con 
u·ol and effective bureaucratic performances are crucial to elites with de 
velopmental goals. And, it is through appointments that top developmen 
talists communicate incentives to subordinates to make decisions that 
effectively promote industry= Lastly, to the extent that representation is 
possible only through appointment, the appointive bureaucracy impedes 
mass participation, because appointment politics are opaque and re 
stricted to elites. In this sense the appointive bureaucracy acts to exclude 

Political capitalism 
Dcvctopmcntalism 

Appoinuve bureaucracy 
Political exclusion 

Structures 
Elite goals 

Economics Politics 

Table 3. TI1e Desarrollista state 

The Desarrollista StaU! i1~ Brat.it and Mexico 

77. Flavia Dercssl. 1111: f.ltxit(ln 1Vntrcpren8Ur (Par": Organizanon for Economic Coopera; 
ttcn and Development, 1971 ). p. 66: sec also Lauterbach, "Government and Development, 
p. 20'2. 

Table 3 provides a summary of the developmental state in Mexico and 
Brazil. Political capitalism and developmentalism affect the economy, 
whereas political exclusion and appointments are more political. In 
terms of differentiating structures and goals, political capitalism and the 
appointment bureaucracies are the structures through which elites pur· 
sued development and limited pluralism. Exclusion and developmental· 
ism shaped the preferences or "ambitions," to borrow Michael Loriaux's 
term, especially of state and political elites, whereas the appointive bu 
reaucracy and political capitalism influenced the strategies economic and 
state elites adopted to further their preferences. 

The four components of the desarrollista state affect and often rein 
force one another; they are parts of a system. In the introduction to this 
volume, Woo-Cumings writes chat the developmental state is a "shorthand 
for the seamless web of political, bureaucratic, and money influences." 
Less a seamless web than a dense set of interrelationships, my conception 
of the desarrollista state tries 10 break out the analytically tliscrete compo 
nents better to understand their interaction. This kind of systemic analy 
sis is largely absent from research on developmental states in Latin Amer 
ica, which Lends to focus much more on the bases of support and patterns 
of intervention in the economy. 

The interactions among the four components are complex and multi· 
pie. Suffice it here to offer some examples and note that not all the inter 
actions are equally significant. For instance, the effect of appointments 
on political capitalism is less than vice versa. It is the executive's control 
over resources that moves politics into the bureaucracy, and the executive 
bureaucracy dominates both politics and economics. The various entities 
of this bureaucracy run state enterprises and banks, fix tariffs, subsidize 
credit, and otherwise budget and plan government intervention into the 
economy. The legislature and judiciary are marginal in economic policy, 
and this exclusion dilutes their political relevance. The political elite 
therefore flocks to the executive that then dominates politics and further 
marginalizes the other branches. Politics becomes an essential part of 
doing business. Jn her study of Mexican industrialists, Flavia Derossi con 
cluded that "when success and failure depend on political action as much 
as on productivity, entrepreneurs will remain 'power-oriented' more than 
'production-oriented.' ""' 

The causal relations also operate in the reverse direction, though less 
strongly. The stakes in political capitalism are very bigh, so capitalists and 
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cds., Braut tmd J\fexUo (Philadelphia: lnstirutc for the Stud)• of Human Issues, 198~). 

Brazil and Mexico had desarrollista states for most of the postwar pe-. 
riod, but they differed from each other and from other developmental 
states. The PR! sharply distinguishes Mexico from Brazil. As a mass elec 
toral force, the PRJ appears to challenge the ideas of political exclusion 
and representation through the bureaucracy. Moreove1; by channeling 
some demands and representation, the PRI eased pressure on appoint 
ments and shielded appointees from popular pressure, enabling them to 
carry out unpopular prog1·ams, particularly anti-inflation policies." Yet, 
the very success of the PRl from the 194os to the 1980s tended to move 
Mexico closer to the ideal typical desarrollista state. The PRl's quest for 
complete electoral dominance (cl carro cmnpkto) stripped elections of 
meaning and thereby reduced the utility of politicians to other elites. In 

VARIATIONS ON THE THEME 

cations for subsidies. Political capitalism disaggregates business elites and 
forces them to work through ad hoc "bureaucratic tings. "11-1 Economic 
elites are thus poorly equipped to mount a collective challenge to author 
itarian rule. Moreover, political capitalism makes business especially wor 
tied about the possibility that democracy would allow anubusincss politi 
cians to oversee vast and deeply interventionist controls over the private 
economy. Big business in Mexico quickly retreated from active opposition 
to the PRl when the left emerged as the leading alternative to the PRJ in 
the late 198os.•' There arc limits, though, to the extent political capital 
ism shores up exclusion. At the limit, if business feels excluded, then eco 
nomic elites become a powerful force for democracy ... 

These, then, are some illustrative interactions among the four compo 
nents of the desarrollista state. The analysis so far has emphasized similar 
ities between Brazil and Mexico. In the following section I consider some 
distinctions between the empirical evolutions of the political economies 
of Brazil and Mexico. 

~ t , Karen L. R(·nunt·1·, .. Oruu>C'r.ct:y and l!cuno1nic Clis.i$,"' U·~rhl /'1Jlilin. I!?, no. :l (April 
19~10): ~\I f1-;\r,: Stcplum H:tgg:ffd, Ptttln;Vl)'\ .Ji1m1 I/it' Pn•iph,.,,.- '/'Iv Politi<~ ll} (:r11wlli i11 1/1,. 
l\'111)/y IJ1rl 1ulritdh.i11~ c:mu1/ril'\ (I 111;,1"1.'-.I: ( Airut·ll l lnivt'l'llily 1•n:."-"· I !>!)IJ); Ackt111 1•1~J'\"Wttrsl:.i ~uul 
~\·nlalldo l.i1nuug). "Pnlitir-al R"-·i.ti11ll'l( ;ind 1".c·ouun1k (;n1"•1ll," .J1111nu1I 11} J~mH1Wir· /11•1'/;n· 
fitlf'.& 7, 110, :l (Summer l~l:i): rt 1-C~)· 

K11. S:_uuu(•I P. H1111iington. ·1111• 'l11il(/ \\~tv!".' /h•1NtJt1~1li:.t1l11J•1 "' l/r1• l#lt' '/it,..,1/irlh <:~·11110-y 
(Non11a11: tJnh·l·rsily nl' ()klahrun,, 1'1\·i<.~. • ~~11 }. 

l't;~. Co~n·, ~\.fi1li1 dtJS llinur11s. vsp. !JI>· 117-~r,. 

nonelites politically and to inhibit in a simple logistic way the expansion 
of pluralism. 

The association between authoritarianism and industrialization has a 
long, unresolved history in social science theory. As suggested in Table 1, 

the association between the developmental state and authoritarianism 
seems historically to be a stable, if not necessary, combination. Of course, 
economic performance clearly varies independently of the type of politi 
cal regime." Yet there are mutually reinforcing tendencies between 
developmentalisrn, as ambition not outcome, and political exclusion. 
Johnson thinks so when he characterizes democratic Japan as a soft au 
thoritarian regime. The developmental state in Japan appears to work be 
cause the system is not fully democratic. The two seem more closely re 
lated and mutually supportive in discourse than they may be in practice. 
Developmcntalists regularly bemoan the messiness and sluggishness of 
democracy. Apologists for dictatorships just as regularly justify authoritar 
ian means to promote development. The reinforcing pressures also work 
in the opposite direction. Dictators increasingly lost the means to legiti 
mate their rule as the democratizing twentieth century progressed and 
were naturally drawn to developmentalism.? Maria Covre conducted an 
extensive analysis of the discourse of the military rulers in Brazil." They 
began their rule by saying they were there to restore democracy. After sev 
eral years they could no longer claim to be restoring democracy, and 
their discourse clearly shifted to extol the virtues of development and the 
advantages of military rule to achieve it. 

Political capitalism also contributes to, or is functional for, political ex 
clusion. Political capitalism was in large part the result of the sedimentation 
of myriad short-term decisions designed to meet particular economic prob 
lems. The result, as politicians are quick to realize, is that the stare ends up 
with discretionary control throughout the economy that can easily be ma 
nipulated to stem political challenges. For those outside the elite, political 
capitalism also gives state actors resources for srrengthening exclusionary 
clientelism. These funds do not usually promote real distribution but go to 
local elites who can effectively silence nonelitcs in their areas. 

Among business people or the bourgeoisie, political capitalism can also 
blunt democratic impulses. Economic elites realize that they probably 
should not create trouble for a government that is reviewing their appli- 
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lations between business and government after 1940 in Brazil and Mex 
ico, this border looms large." 

The Brazilian military has been a more visible protagonist in the desar 
rollista state than has its counterpart in Mexico. Brazilian military officers 
have since the 1920s propagated developmenralism, restricted political 
participation even in civilian regimes, and sought and achieved represen 
tation through appointment" Overall, the military helped make Brazil 
ian devclopmcntalism more potent than the Mexican version. 

In the democratic period 1945-64 Brazil appears to deviate from a 
pure case. Developmentalism and state intervention gained ground, but 
not without interruption. In fact, from the viewpoint of 1965, the previ 
ous twenty years seemed 10 be a merry-go-round in economic policy from 
liberal to developmental, to populist, and back. Formal literacy require 
ments and informal electoral coercion limited participation but no! con 
testation, and the political system and exclusion were unstable. Before 
1964, one can imagine several plausible alternative scenarios for Brazil; 
had Quadros not resigned, had Goulart not polarized politics, had the 
military not intervened. Yet in the period from 1930 to 1990 as a whole, 
developmentalism and exclusion were dominant, though there were 
more detours, fluctuations, and instability than in Mexico. 

In terms of the appointive bureaucracy, state elites in Mexico man 
aged to insulate the bureaucracy more from outside pressures and to in 
stitute more meritocratic promotion criteria, though more by custom 
than law. Lateral entry into high levels of the economic bureaucracy be 
came rare, and outside economic and political elites could not pressure 
to have one of their own appointed to a top bureaucratic position. Merito 
cratic advancement became the informal norm in public banking and fi 
nance. 

Overall, Brazil had a fuller desarrollista state than did Mexico. Brazil 
lacked a strong party (which could deflect some political attention from 
the bureaucracy), had greater control over its borders, and could there 
fore manipulate markets more to developmental and political ends. The 
Brazilian military invested a lot in discourse and helped create a 
stronger strain of developmentalism. Lastly, the appointive bureaucracy 
in Brazil was more open to outside infiltration and pressure and more 
politicized. 
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eliminating elections as a source of uncertainty, politicians did not secure 
a commensurate reward for their efforts but committed political suicide. 
In this sense, PRI dominance shifted political attention away from elec 
tions to the bureaucracy. Moreover, in co-opting or capturing popular 
sector organizations, the PRI preempted nonelite challenges and rein 
forced political exclusion. At 1J1e same time, PRI dominance tarnished 
the revolutionary legitimacy of the political elite and encouraged them to 
rely more on nationalism, clientelism, and devetopmcntalism. 

The revolutionary ideology would seem to give Mexican political lead 
ers a solid alternative legitimacy normally lacking in the developmental 
state, but paradoxically, it may have driven them r.o embrace developmen 
talisrn. To the extent that political leaders could not claim that pas! poli 
cies had advanced the revolutionary promise of social justice, they found 
it expedient to embrace devclcpmentabsm. From another perspective 
the revolutionary ideology embodied in t.hc 1917 constitution is effective 
precisely because it embodies all the major "isms" of that era and can now 
be invoked in the service of communal, patrimonialist, socialist, and lib 
eral projects." In any event, the revolutionary ideology (in all its forms) 
filled Mexican ideological space. It could and did accommodate develop· 
mentalism but never allowed it the dominance achieved in Brazil. 

Mexico's porous two-thousand-mile border with the United States en 
hances the structural power of business and thereby circumscribes state 
intervention and makes Mexican capitalism less political. The border lim 
its the potential for state control of the economy, especially of the exit op 
tion for mobile resources; reduces the range of effective intervention; 
and hence predisposes state elites to more market-oriented policies in 
some areas. For example, exchange controls are costly to enforce and 
high inflation is more disruptive because of easier currency convertibil 
ity."" Policymakers had an indication of the significance of the border 
from the very beginning of the desarrollista state. Between 1935 and 
1939 capitalists exported close to a billion pesos, more than twice the 
total deposits in the banking system.?" Jn the explanation of different re- 

88. Oonzatcz Craf. "'Las crisis de la ctase pcliilca," p. 35· 
Sg. !\it;1;xC.eld argues that "the threat of flight lO the dollar is more acute in Mexico than ~n 

other developing countries lhanks lO the l\''O thousand mile U.S ... )1cx~can border .. , (which] 
heightens the threat of capital Oig:ht in response to unfavored policies," See <Autrning Capiwl. 
P: 71. She also quotes C.trdena~ la.nlcnting that "exchange controls can only work in highly 
disciplined ccuorrics where cuncms rules are well organized and borders can be elT«tin:ly 
watched: exchange ccuuot in Mexico would surety be undermined by the black marker" (p. 
72). 111 some instances, however; the response of state officia1s to difficulties of control has 
been more interventionist than io Sraz:il. a.<1 in the bank onnonalhauon of 19A~ and the car· 
lier policy of Mexicanizarion of ~{NCs. Sec Ccrcffi and Evan$, "Transnational Corporations." 

90. Juan ti.{. ~!artfncz Nava. C:Onjlu.JQ E.~1a~tprrsarios tn ''" gGbil'mor dfl Cbrdetl.Q.S., Upet, 
h·Jc.t,..o.t y &heut:rrfa (i\texico: Nucva Imagen, 1984). p. l04. 
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of the flexible advantages it has in less antagonistic environments. In 
other words, authoritarianism and the desarrollista state may have an 
elective affinity because democracy so upsets the interaction among the 
four components: democratic conflict makes developmentalism con· 
tentious, political capitalism exacerbates polarization in a democracy, and 
political competition cripples the appointive bureaucracy. 

Developmental discourse orients the dcsarrollista state. Without it (but 
with the other three components) the state would be more parasitic and 
rem seeking and less constrained by capitalism. Such predatory, klepto 
cratic states have appeared with f,'Tcaler frequency in Central America, 
the Caribbean, and Africa than in the larger countries of Latin America." 
Of course, the constant temptation for illicit gain exists for all officials 
with discretion over direct or indirect rt-source allocation, and some offi 
cials succumb. Officials in successful developmental states often have 
strong ethical, ideological (discourse), career, or legal grounds for resist 
ing the temptation, yet even here corruption has been endemic if not de 
bilitating. Without an alternative discourse, leaders have the limitation of 
pluralism and retention of power as their only goals, and in such agrarian 
societies as Zaire, Chana, Haiti, Paraguay, or pre-Sandinista Nicaragua, 
they found political capitalism and bureaucratic appointments useful in 
these pursuits. 

Although the devclopmentalist discourse is, on the face of it, one of the 
common features of developmental states in both Asia and Latin America, 
the nationalism underlying the discourse, as emphasized by Woo-Cumings 
in the introduction, differs. In A<ia, nationalism appears to have both 
stronger and deeper roots as well as more urgent and immediate stimula 
tion. That is, Asian societies, especially Korea and Japan, arc far more ho 
mogeneous and have far longer histories as discrete cultural units than do 
any of the societies of Latin America. What constitutes the essence of the 
Mexican nation bas been a contested debate for much of this century, 
largely because of the unequal status of indigenous and mestizo cultures. 
Brazil has no comparable indigenous groups but was, especially earlier in 
this century. a patchwork of immigrant communities, the African the 
largest among them. Primary loyalties in both countries, as in others in 
Latin America, have often not been to shared vision of the nation. 

Jn terms of immediate sumulus.japanese colonialism and the cold war 
have been far more dramatic influences in Asia than American imperial· 
ism and economic dependency in Latin America. True, the United States 
did take half of Mexico's territory in the nineteenth century and sent 
troops into Mexico during the Mexican revolution. Still, this is a far cry 
from nearly half a century of brutaljapanese colonial rule of Korea. Simi- 
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The desarrollista state is an "intense" concept. in Giovanni Sartori's 
terms, designed to generate "rich, differentiated theory" applicable to a 
small range of cases." Excluding one of the four components of the de 
sarrollista state would leave a concept broader in coverage but weaker in 
analytic leverage. For instance, dropping the element of political capital 
ism would allow the inclusion of predominantly market economies such 
as small or open economies that are constantly subject to international 
market pressures as in countries of Central America, the Caribbean, or 
the entrepot economies of Asia. But the dominant discourse in these 
countries is unlikely to be developmental, and hence the whole economic 
side of the desarrollista state is left out, and the general literature on au 
thoritarianism is adequate to the task of analyzing the many governments 
with appointive bureaucracies that limit pluralism. 

Dropping the condition of political exclusion allows the extension of 
the concept to include countries with strong parties and organizations 
such as labor unions in a vibrant civil society. In Argentina and Chile be 
fore the military coups of the 197os, appointment relations structured 
the bureaucracies, capitalism was largely political, and developmentalism 
enjoyed wide though not hegemonic support. .. Strong parties and 
unions, however, made elections more important and gave nonelites 
greater power, in turn encouraging the bourgeoisie to organize politi 
cally. 

Io these instances, nonelite power, democracy, and the elements of the 
dcsarrollista state created a volatile mix. Political capitalism contributed 
to polarization because economic elites had more reason to fear a leftist 
(or Perooist) electoral victory in that they depended so heavily on the 
state. Political capitalism can also exacerbate polarization by politicizing 
rhe labor movement Because the scare is so heavily involved in the econ 
om}~which means it also controls such variables as wages and prices that 
most affect workers-workers have strong incentives to organize to pres· 
sure the stale, rather than employers. Unions target the state, and strikes 
become political weapons. Once polarization bas taken hold, develop 
mentalism becomes increasingly difficult because one or another faction 
will oppose almost any industrial policy on the grounds that it favors the 
opposition. Polarization also tends to strip the appointment bureaucracy 
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highlights the role of the bureaucracy (and a fuller appreciation of the 
strength of developmenl.alism). Explanations for the failure of IS[ in Ar 
gemi.na and Chile also include economic constraints, policy failures, and 
bureaucratic dysfunctions. Comparisons with the model of the desarrol 
lista state would recommend closer analysis of the greater political uncer 
tainties due tO political inclusion and political polarization, which in turn 
resulted in part from conflicts over dcvelopmentalism and political capi 
talism. 
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!arty, the Cuban revolution sent adrenaline through the veins of cold war 
riors and devclopmeutahsts in Latin America, but neither the fear was 
as enduring nor the threat as close as it was in divided Korea and Tai 
wan/China. In sum, despite moments of intense nationalist mobilization 
in Mexico and Brazil-the nationalization of the oil industries in the 
1930s and 19505, respectively, is the best example-nationalism was never 
consensual enough among nonelitc groups or urgent enough among 
elites to provide the same impetus to developmentalism. 

Creating a Wcbcrian bureaucracy and insulating officials from appoint 
ment politics can give greater impetus to developmentalism, as in the 
cases of Taiwan and Korea, which otherwise resemble much more the de 
sarrollista states discussed here. The absence of extensive appointments 
in these bureaucracies helped create a professional, committed, and less 
overtly politicized cadre of developrnentalist officials (who in addition are 
more attuned to market concerns because of the vulnerability of their 
economies 1.0 international markets). In his comparative study of Brazil. 
Korea, and India, Evans argued that the "embedded autonomy" of Ko 
rean officials accounts for the greater effectiveness of the Korean devel 
opmental state. 96 Officials are embedded when they have enduring ties l.O 

dense networks of industrialists; they have autonomy when they have Web 
erian careers within the bureaucracy. The appointive bureaucracy, in con 
trast, undermines bureaucratic autonomy and generates high levels of 
circulation, which preclude embeddedness. Officials in an appointive bu 
reaucracy rarely have the time to develop the long-term relations of trust 
and reciprocity with business that characterize developmental states in 
Asia because officials move to another job in another area of the state or 
the private sector whenever ministers or presidents change. 

My first goal in this essay was to understand fully a few causal relation 
ships within a limited range of variation, rather than generate concepts 
with broad coverage but, as weber warned, "devoid of content," Nonethe 
less, the model of the desarrollista state can be useful in approaching 
broader comparative analysis by generating hypotheses and identifying 
primary causal variables. The comparison of East Asia and Latin America 
has attracted much attention, and explanations for their differing eco 
nomic performance range from international factors to authoritarianism 
and to culture." Fred Block has concluded that "there is reason 1.0 believe 
that most states aspire to be developmental states; the real issue are dif 
ferences in capacities and effectiveness in their policies.'?" My approach 
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